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2021 FINANCIALS AT-A-GLANCE*

REVENUE
Foundations  $912,637  45%
Individuals  $663,389  34%
Government  $241,004  12%
Sponsorships  $128,591  6%
Corporate and Community  $49,028  2%
Investment Earnings/Other  $23,295  1%
TOTAL  $2,017,944  100%

EXPENSE
Early Literacy: Book Babies, Pre-K/K Transition  $547,401  30%
Learning Partnerships: Books on Break, Community Programs  $213,196  12%
Book Bank  $199,419  11%
Administrative  $169,350  9%
Fundraising  $128,828  7%
Communications  $111,610  6%
Events  $77,132  4%
Strategic Initiatives  $70,021  4%
Contribution to Operating Reserve  $311,000  17%**
TOTAL  $1,827,957  100%

* This Impact Report went to press prior to audit. Please visit www.bookharvest.org for our most recent audited financial statements and our 990.
**This allocation is necessary to ensure compliance with our Board-approved Operating Reserve Policy.
Dear Friends of Book Harvest,

Of all the things that parents said to me in 2021, this is the one I will never forget…

Children are the future of the world. It is in those moments of clarity that I am stopped in my tracks with the knowledge that we – each of us – must do everything in our power to equip them for that future. Book Harvest’s role in securing this future for our children feels like both a serious obligation and a joyful opportunity.

2021 saw great progress toward securing a brighter future for children:

- We ended the year with a first decade grand total of 1,663,738 books in the hands and homes of children and families! In 2021 alone – a year in which we were all contending with the challenges of COVID – children and families harvested a remarkable 240,727 books.
- We hosted our first national research briefing – sharing, alongside external researchers, significant findings of the impact of our work on early language development and parent engagement.
- We launched Book Babies Bright Futures, a children’s savings account program for our Book Babies families, to help unlock college or career when their children turn 18.
- We pioneered a new free book access network, planting outdoor Book Boxes stocked with an abundance of books free for the taking across our community.
- We celebrated our 10th birthday with an enormous COVID-safe Summer Block Party, with thousands of children and families taking home great books to keep forever.
- We gifted a very special 10th birthday book, The Word Collector by Peter H. Reynolds, to readers across our community (special thanks to Scholastic for their donation of 10,000 copies of a special Book Harvest-imprinted edition of this beloved title!).

You’ll read about all these successes and more in the pages ahead – and get a glimpse of our first decade’s highlights in a special centerfold insert.

Through it all, we stood in awe of every child’s innate brilliance and boundless potential, so present from the moment they are born; and we redoubled our commitment to unlocking opportunity and ensuring that every child everywhere has what they need to thrive in school and in life. This is our obligation and our privilege – and we can’t do it without you.

This past decade’s successes position us for an ambitious next 10 years. In my new role as Chief Executive Officer, I will lay the groundwork for an expanded Book Harvest organization - one that realizes greater reach and impact in our beloved flagship community of Durham, North Carolina, and that catalyzes and maximizes our impact, scale, and policy influence beyond Durham.

The future awaits. Our children are ready. Our ability to secure that brighter future has never been stronger. I hope you will join me!

In partnership, and with hope and love,

Ginger Young
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Book Harvest provides children and families with an abundance of high-quality books in all the places they go in their everyday lives: schools, laundromats, child care centers, public parks, and dozens of other free book locations throughout the community.

**THE RESULTS:** Home libraries are built. Imaginations and vocabularies are supercharged.

**OUTDOOR BOOK BOXES**

Brightly colored green and orange book boxes are popping up across Durham, regularly restocked with plentiful selections of free children's books for all ages. Our partners at recreation centers, childcare locations, housing communities, faith-based organizations, health clinics, and more co-host these outdoor book access hubs.

- **94% OF SURVEYED PARENTS** agree that the books are useful in helping their family create a reading routine at home.

- **100% OF COMMUNITY PARTNERS** agree that hosting the Book Box has been a positive experience for their organization.

- **240,727 BOOKS IN 2021**

- **NEW**

“**The Book Boxes are a wonderful new amenity at the recreation centers! By promoting literacy and fostering love of books, they help us achieve our mission of connecting our whole community to wellness, the outdoors, and lifelong learning.”**

  - Durham Parks and Recreation

“**Right after the book box was installed I saw the children from across the street looking at the box. The look of amazement on their faces was priceless when I told them they could come over and get a book anytime they wanted to.”**

  - Kiddie Kollege Child Care Center

**CELEBRATING SUCCESSES**

Book Harvest provides children and families with an abundance of high-quality books in all the places they go in their everyday lives: schools, laundromats, child care centers, public parks, and dozens of other free book locations throughout the community.
**BOOKS ON BREAK**

For the 10th consecutive year, Book Harvest partnered with Durham Public Schools to ensure that students in kindergarten through 5th grade had an abundance of books to take home over summer break to keep learning alive.

11,510 students took home 40,045 books to read and keep over the summer.

100% of surveyed Durham Public School staff agree that Books on Break contributes to encouraging an interest in books and reading among their students.

“Scholars, parents, and staff alike rave over this partnership! They simply love the high quality books, that we’re helping to build home libraries, and instilling a love of literacy.”

- **Assistant Principal, Durham Public Schools**

“Thank you a million times. Please keep the books coming!”

- **Media Coordinator, Durham Public Schools**

**NEW**

**THE ANNE DELLINGER FUND:**

Bringing the Joy of Books to Babies

In April 2021, we mourned the passing of literacy and social justice hero Anne Dellinger. Book Harvest was honored to establish The Anne Dellinger Fund, in celebration of Anne’s unwavering devotion to children’s literacy. With this new fund, generations of babies will begin life with home libraries, bringing the joy of books and the essential building blocks of language and literacy right to their cribside tables.

“Reading may be close to my first and last ‘friend’. It has brought me so much love and knowledge, opening by now perhaps thousands of new worlds.”

- **Anne Dellinger**
early literacy support

Book Harvest accompanies parents and families for their child’s first five years starting at birth with Book Babies, an evidence-informed in-home literacy coaching and book provision partnership.

THE RESULTS: Parents’ confidence and skills grow. Children’s early literacy flourishes.

LITERACY BEGINS AT BIRTH:
Parents Make the Difference

Book Babies creates a rich ecosystem of support for parents, by parents, and with parents, helping them build their child’s early literacy and language development from the moment their children are born.

216 families participated in Book Babies in Durham County; 136 families participated in Book Babies at Imprints Cares in Forsyth County.

99% of families report that their knowledge of early language and literacy strategies is positively impacted by Book Babies.

94% of families report that Book Babies helps them create a regular reading routine at home.

“I love that my coach informs me on other questions when I have them. She also reassures me in my tactics.”
– Book Babies parent

“Our culture is enriched every day because this program has provided us not only with books in English, but also in our own language. I love being part of this program.”
– Book Babies parent
THE BRIDGE FROM HOME TO SCHOOL:
Children are Ready for Kindergarten

The Book Babies Class of 2021 – enrolled at birth in 2016 – donned their caps and gowns to celebrate five years of book love and literacy and language development! All 47 accomplished young scholars and their families gathered on Zoom for a commencement ceremony, including a beautiful message of congratulations from North Carolina Governor Roy Cooper. A caravan of Book Harvest staff and volunteers visited all 47 graduates at their homes for a personal photo shoot and presentation of their diploma. Supported by the Book Babies Pre-K/Kindergarten Transition Coach, every graduate is ready to take kindergarten by storm!

97% OF PARTICIPATING FAMILIES
agree that working with the Book Babies Pre-K/Kindergarten Transition Coach helped them better understand how to apply for and enroll in Pre-K and kindergarten.

LAUNCHING CHILDREN’S SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

With a generous bequest from the Angelina Merenda O’Bar Trust, we launched Book Babies Bright Futures, a new initiative that offers a $500 savings account to each of our Book Babies enrollees and graduates. Bright Futures will help their families build a financial foundation to realize their children’s dreams for college or career.
Book Harvest promotes a literacy-rich culture throughout our community, with abundant events and messaging that “Books Build Brains” and “Books Spread Joy.”

THE RESULTS: Communities celebrate a love of reading. Books are everywhere.

2021 DREAM BIG BOOK DRIVE
AND COMMUNITY CELEBRATION

Dream Big 2021 was a record-breaking celebration of Book Harvest’s 10th birthday. Adapted to ensure COVID safety precautions, the event hosted more than 500 visitors who drove through to donate new and gently used children’s books, harvest a new string backpack full of books, and enjoy mascots and music safely from their cars!

- 130 BOOK DRIVES
- 64 GENEROUS SPONSORS
- 65,188 BOOKS DONATED

2021 SUMMER BLOCK PARTY

We hosted a huge outdoor 10th birthday party, and our special guests - Pierce and Stella Freelon, NC Poet Laureate Jaki Shelton Green, Hayti Heritage African Dance, the Poetry Fox, and the Bouncing Bulldogs – performed with ebullience and smiles galore. All around, kids were hugging their Book Harvest backpacks filled with new reads and stopping to leaf through their new copies of The Word Collector, our birthday present to Durham (thanks to Scholastic and author Peter H. Reynolds!).

- 2,000 + ATTENDEES
- 4,848 BOOKS PROVIDED
- 10,000 COPIES OF THE WORD COLLECTOR GIFTED TO DURHAM
BOOKS ARE EVERYWHERE!

- Vaccination Sites
- Workplaces
- Childcare Centers
- Housing Communities
- Food Banks
- Laundromats
- Homes
In 2021, Book Harvest deepened our commitment to research and evaluation. We conducted internal and external studies; we collected quantitative and qualitative data from parents and community partners; and we hosted our first national research briefing, “Parents Make the Difference.”

**THE RESULTS:** Robust proof points of our outcomes. National recognition of our impact.

**ORGANIZATIONS ATTENDING BOOK HARVEST’S SEPTEMBER 2021 RESEARCH BRIEFING: Parents Make the Difference**

Books for Keeps
The Bridgespan Group
CAP Tulsa
Center for Child and Family Health
Central Piedmont Community College
Chatham Education Foundation
Child Care Services Association
Clinton Foundation
College Foundation, Inc.
Duke University
Durham Children’s Initiative
Durham County Government
Durham Public Schools
Durham’s Partnership for Children
Early Learning Partners
East Carolina University
Equity Before Birth
Family Connects International
Family Reading International
Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute
Gary Community Investments
George Kaiser Family Foundation
Get Ready Guilford
Helps Education Fund
Imprints Cares
Kaleidoscope Pathways
Kids Book Bank
Latino Community Credit Union
LENA
Leon Levine Foundation
Museum of Life and Science
New York Association for the Education of Young Children
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
North Carolina Division of Public Health
North Carolina Early Childhood Foundation
North Carolina Integrated Care for Kids
North Carolina Partnership for Children/Smart Start
Promise Venture Studio
Public Purpose Strategies
Reading Basecamp
Research Triangle Institute
Student U
The Grable Foundation
University of Kentucky
University of North Carolina, School of Law
University of North Carolina, Jordan Institute for Families
Village of Wisdom
Watauga County Schools
Western Carolina University
RANDOMIZED CONTROL TRIAL EVALUATION:  
A Two-Site Longitudinal Study of Book Babies  

INVESTIGATORS:  
Iheoma U. Iruka, Ph.D. (Principal Investigator), Ximena Franco, Ph.D., and Fernando Andrade, Ph.D. from Equity Research Action Coalition at the UNC Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute with The Center for Early Education Research and Evaluation at HighScope Educational Research Foundation  

THE FULL REPORT OF THE STUDY MAY BE FOUND AT:  

ANALYSIS OF PARENT FOCUS GROUPS:  
An Inquiry into the Early Literacy Practices of Book Babies Families  

INVESTIGATORS:  
Cristina Gillanders, Ph.D., University of Colorado Denver and Meytal Barak, MED, Associate Director of Early Literacy, Book Harvest  

THE FULL REPORT OF THE STUDY MAY BE FOUND AT:  

BOOK BABIES ANNUAL PARENT SURVEY:  
Analysis of Responses from 50% of Current and 66% of Alumni Book Babies Families  

INVESTIGATORS:  
Meytal Barak, MED, Associate Director of Early Literacy, Book Harvest and Kenitra Williams, MSW, Book Babies Lead Coach, Book Harvest  

said the books provided made reading routines easier at home  
99%  
said Book Babies helped create a daily reading routine at home  
98%  
said they trust their literacy coach  
97%  
said their early language and literacy knowledge was impacted  
91%  
said they apply the text message suggestions sent to them by coaches  
83%  
said they read with their children at least twice per week  
97%  
said Book Babies helped them confidently make decisions for their child’s Pre-K  
86%  
said Book Babies supports them in including early strategies in the home  
98%
2021 COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Community organizations are our valued collaborators. Among those who contributed to the many successes we had in 2021 were:

Alpha Tau Boulé
Antioch Baptist Church
Boys and Girls Club of Durham and Orange Counties
Brown's Early Learning School
Catholic Charities
Center for Child and Family Health
Chapel Hill - Carrboro City Schools
Child Care Services Association
Compare Foods Roxboro Road
CORA Food Pantry
Dream Initiative
Duke Manor Apartments
Duke University
Duke Children's Primary Care, Roxboro Street
Duke Pediatrics
Duke Children's Initiative
Durham County Cooperative Extension
Durham County Department of Public Health
Durham County Government
Durham County Library
Durham Early Head Start
Durham Housing Authority
Durham Laundry Land
Durham Parks and Recreation
Durham Public Schools
Durham Public Schools Foundation
Durham Public Schools Hub Farm
Durham PreK
Durham Rotary Club
Durham Technical Community College
Durham's Campaign for Grade-Level Reading
Durham's Partnership for Children
El Futuro
Equity Before Birth
Family Connects Durham
Family Justice Center
Fatherhood of Durham
Food for Students Chapel Hill
Habitat for Humanity
Helps Education Fund
Iglesia Emanuel
ISLA
Karyl Askew Consulting, LLC
Kiddie Kollege
Latino Community Credit Union
Lincoln Community Health Center
North Carolina Cooperative Extension/Durham County
NC Department of Public Instruction
Neighborhood Improvement Services, City of Durham
Nugget
Oaks at Northgate Apartments
Orange County Department of Social Services
Orange County Schools
Regency Cleaners & Laundromat
Student U
The Wash House Laundromats
United Way of the Greater Triangle
Village of Wisdom
Welcome Baby
White Rock Child Development Center
Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) Durham

2021 PARENT PARTNERS

Every parent we meet becomes a treasured member of the Book Harvest family. In 2021, these parents helped to shape our current and future programming. We are grateful for their partnership.

Chianai Adkins-Sharp
Katherine Martínez Albero
Christine Atieno
Yamzir Ayala
ShaJuan Baxter
MaryLizzie Booze
Toni Brooks
Stephanie Brewer
Joy Campbell
Lorrain Campbell
Yesenia Carlon
Veronica Cruz
Lakesha Davis
Veronica de Leon
Chanelle Ellington
Nestor Escobar
Alma Garcia
Alma Lizeth Garcia Marroquin
Dulce Grimaldo Garcia
Grimaldo Garcia
Lucia Hernandez Garcia
Maria Alejandra Garcia
Nancy Cabrera Godinez
Susan Gombe
Hyewon Grigoni
Erik Salazar Grimaldo
Yajaira Beatriz Guevara
Natisha Hall
Quran Karriem
Tiara Lassiter McCarter
Christian Lawrence
Zina Leake
LaRhonda Leslie
Latoni Lloyd

María Angelica González López
Josefa Mendoza Lorenzo
Maria Guadalupe Lopez Luis
Karem Luna
Nathaly Trejo Marmolejo
Mari de Lourdes Hernandez Marquez
Vanessa McLamb
Christina McLean
Leslie Mendoza
Alisa Miller
Norma Moreno
Melissa Ordóñez
Narcy Isidro Orozco
Ebony Peoples-McGill
Angel Pina
Manju Rajendran
Jacqueline Rangel
Jenny Campa Rendon, Fabiola Andrea Reyes Reyes
Crystal Royster
Alma Ruiz
Hamna Saleem
Lisseth Salmeron
Brenda Arana Saravia
Zakia Selami
Victoria Shadd
Esther Gutierrez Sierra
Lucero Montiel Solis
Alicia Veronica Soliz
Ana Soto
Petra Hernandez Soto
Joy Spencer

Taquoia Street
De'Angela Taylor
Marye Vance
Verenisse Villegas Vargas
Jasmin Vasquez
Nohelia Vasquez
Tia Waddell
Sonique Wilks-Wright
donors

FIRST EDITIONS: $250,000+
Angelina Merenda O’Bar Trust
NC Department of Public Instruction
Matthew Cullinan and Anna Reilly

BESTSELLERS: $100,000 - $249,999
Oak Foundation
United Way of the Greater Triangle
William R. Kenan, Jr. Charitable Trust

ARCHIVISTS: $5,000 - $9,999
ABC-11
Alisa and Malbert Smith Charitable Fund at National Philanthropic Trust
Anonymous Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
Bertsch Family Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina
Cardinal Retirement Planning, Inc.
Walter Dellinger
Drayton and Laura Virkler Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
Noel Family Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
Nora Roberts Foundation
U.S. Trust
Norry Family Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
RTI International
Irene Ryan
Strata Clean Energy
Amie Tedeschi

ARCHIVISTS: $5,000 - $9,999

BIBLIOPHILES: $10,000 - $49,999
A.J. Fletcher Foundation
Dowd Foundation
Duke Energy Foundation
Durham County Government
Durham Merchants Association Charitable Foundation
Durham’s Campaign for Grade Level Reading
Durham’s Partnership for Children/Smart Start
Elevation Church - Triangle
F.M. Kirby Foundation
Fund for Shared Insight
GSK Foundation - Ribbon of Hope
Haney Family Charitable Fund
Hendrick Subaru Southpoint
Jennifer and Sean Reilly Family Fund of the Baton Rouge Area Foundation
Mebane Charitable Foundation
Morgan Creek Foundation
O’Melveny and Myers, LLP
Participate Learning
PNC Foundation
Triangle Community Foundation
United Therapeutics Corporation
Jonathan Wiener and Ginger Young Stacey and Mark Yusko

SCHOLARS: $2,500 - $4,999
John and Katie Anthony
Blue Cross Blue Shield Payroll Match
Mike and Melissa Bishop
Blackwell Street Management Company
Carl and Toby Sloane Family Foundation
William Davis and Christina Gibson Davis
Dominion Energy Foundation
DPR Construction
Duke Doing Good in the Neighborhood
Elms Lane Realty Group
Brent Garber
General Services Foundation
Genoa Haselton
Ann E. Leininger
Lenovo
Noel Family Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
Nora Roberts Foundation
U.S. Trust
Norry Family Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
RTI International
Irene Ryan
Strata Clean Energy
Amie Tedeschi

BOOK HARVEST PAYS GRATEFUL TRIBUTE TO THE MANY INDIVIDUALS, ORGANIZATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, CORPORATIONS, AND GOVERNMENT ENTITIES THAT SUPPORTED OUR WORK WITH FINANCIAL DONATIONS IN 2021.

* Monthly Sustainer
Carol Mansfield and David Michelman
Kami Winningham
Jane H. Yarbrough*
Kimberly and Jefferson Young

**COLLECTORS:**
$250 - $499

- Swati Adarkar
- Amazon Smile Foundation
- Beth and Ed Anderson
- Robert Anderson
- Andrea Cash Creative
- Leah Austin
- Barbara Baker
- Evan Ashkin and Cheryl Baker
- Meyrav Barak
- Greg Beh*
- Jonathan Bloom
- Bonfire
- Barbara Bristol
- George Brothers
- Virginia Burlage
- Carolyn W. and Charles T. Beaird Family Foundation
- Cisco Foundation
- Claire and Allen Wilcox
- Donor Advised Fund at TD Ameritrade
- Matthew Close
- Connelly Charitable Gift Fund
- Fund of Fidelity Charitable
- Benjamin Crawford
- Janet Cromer
- Timothy F. Crowley
- Steve Devine
- Durham Pediatric Dentistry and Orthodontics
- Catherine Elander
- James Ervin*
- Susan Fitzgerald
- Laura Field
- Elizabeth and Tom Fox
- TripAdvisor
- Trucode
- James Tulskey
- Jaryn Tyson
- Claire Ullman
- United Bank
- University Chiropractic
- Urban Durham Realty
- Marybeth Wallace
- Watts Street Baptist Church
- Jacob and Amanda Weir-Gertzog
- Bryan Weitzel
- Coleman and Brian Whittler
- Kami Winningham
- Jane H. Yarbrough*
- Kimberly and Jefferson Young

**Scribes:**
$100 - $249

- ACBC Fund of Triangle Community Foundation
- James and Susan Alexander
- John Reif and Jane Anderson
- Sherianne Angel
- Susan Antle
- William and Patricia Armistead
- Sara Arneson
- Vickie and Charles Atwater
- Christopher Auger-Dominguez
- Bank of America - Employee Matching
- Meytal Barak
- Jeffrey Barker
- Valerie Bateman*
- Michael and Jennifer Bucum
- Christine and Jerry Bell
- Gerald Bell
- Nathaniel Bell
- Laura Benedict
- Amy Berent
- Jessica Poland and Jeff Bergman
- Katherine L Bick
- Jennie Bialz-Clark
- Tabitha Blackwell*
- Jeffery and Robin Bolte
- William Broder
- Doris C. Brown
- Woody and Linda Taylor
- Teradyne
- Michael Terris
- Thai Cafe
- The Smile Shop
- David Theil*
- Neal and Myrna Tyson
- Kimberly Ulmer*
- Seth Berman and Lisa Ulrich
- Umstead Park United
- Church of Christ
- Diane Vargo
- Catalina Vergara
- Vernon Family Fund
- W.K. Kellogg Foundation
- Stephen Warren
- Wild Flora Farm*
- Dennis Wipper*
- Molly and Van Wood
- Erin Wuebbens
- Eric Zabinskas
- Janice Bryant
- Bull City Networking Group
- Susan and Thomas Carson
- Heidi and James Scott Carter
- Julia Castanet
- Ann Catalano
- Tracy Cate
- Becca Cejka*
- Damon and Amy Ciricosta
- Citrix - Employee Matching
- Clorox Company / Burt’s Bees, Inc.
- Judith Close
- Lois Cohen
- Cole Charitable Gift Fund
- Doriane and Jim Coleman
- Compassion Health Care, Inc.
- Gregory Cook
- Contemporary Cowries*
- Megan Crain
- Ashley Creech*
- Corey Dall
- Rani Dasi and Steven DeVrieze
- Davie Plopchar Chapter NSDAR
- Kathleen Davis
- Seraka Davis
- Fred and Jenny Dietrich
- Cindy Diggs
- Adriana Doi
- Carolyn Drummond
- Duke University’s Center of Strategic Philanthropy and Civil Society
- Dr. Victor and Ruth C Dzau
- Stephanie Eisner*
- Sarah English
- Nathan and Ann Ertelsich
- Bridget Evarts
- John and Dorothy Faulkenbury
- Frank and Peggy Fee
- Yolie Flores
- Sheila Foster*
- Kathryn Freelon
- Alana Friedman
- Guy Garrett
- Global Aspect Human Capital Advisors
- Mary Grant
- Pat Nathan-Groves and Mervyn Groves
- David Hannah
- Laura Katal
- Mary Grant
- Pat Nathan-Groves and Mervyn Groves
- Liz and Mark Gustafson
- Shaye Kathleen Harber
- Joan Hart
- Hartemink Family Giving Fund of Fidelity Charitable
- Louise and Brother Hazlehurst
- Albert Himberger
- Kristin Hoffmann
- Jane Hogan*
- Lauren Holahan
- Nora Holley
- Cynthia Lou Huntsinger
- Lindsay Ideson
- Deborah Jakubs
- Mercedes Jaramillo-McCurley
- John C. and Sarah W. Dendy Charitable Fund
- Christopher Jones
- Ellen Jones*
- Evan and Sumathi Jones
- Lisa and Scott Josephs
- Aparna Joshi
- Judith and Bruce Segal
- Donor Advised Fund at Vanguard
- Julie Chappell Giving Fund of Fidelity Charitable
- Gus Kahwati
- Shawn Karns
- Pat and Mark Keller
- Ben Kimmel*
- Alan Khazei and Vanessa Kirsch
- Matt Kopac*
- Karen Koreh
- Juliet Lamont
- David Langrell
- Daniel Lapidus
- Geraldine and Ray Larson
- Tiara Lassiter-McCarter
- Sam and Sharyn Latigo
- Donald and Marie Lauria
- Stephane LeBlanc*
- Yackeline S. Leiderman
- Steve Leinwand
- Molly Lens
- Barbara Levenbook
- George and Dominique Lightbody
- Alexandra Lightfoot
- Derek and Ginger Long
- Tod Loofbourrow
- Esther Mack
- Amy Malone
- Jen Mangrum
- Anand Mishra and Jen Mangrum
- Mary E. Martin
- Dorothy Massey
- Margaret McCann
- * Monthly Sustainer
Janice McCartney
Kevin McClain
Doris C. McCoy
Karim McKie
Heather McMahon
Frances Meckley
Tom and Nancy Metzloff
Martin Molloy
Carol Moore
Mike Morrell
Jeanne Moskal
Linda Murray
Rachel Myerowitz
NC Museum of Life & Science
Katherine Neal
Bonnie Nevel and Richard Newell
Lowell and Lucie Nofziger
Norton Life Lock
Oak Church
Katherine O'Brien
Carmen and Fountain Odom
Elizabeth and David Ondaatje
Claire Osgood
Martha Parker
Rebecca Pearlman
Piedmont Carolina Club of Kappa Kappa Gamma
Richard Pinto
Nicholas Dawidoff and Kaari Pitkin
PlayStation Cares
Susan Pochapsky
Stella Pool
Dana Pope
Barry Poss
Fatima Rangwala
Benay and Leith Rankine-Hicks
Bryna and Greg Rapp*
Rene and Lynn Rawhouser
Lois Rayno
Sarah Reckhow
Aimee Rector
Red Hat
Barbara Reed
Carl and Lisa Rist
Chandler Rock*
Deborah Roth
Gabrielle Rousso
Darielle and Lee Ruderman
Aviva Starr and Sherry Samuels
Sabrina Schneider
Sarah and David Schulz
Sarah Schwab
Michael Schwalbe
Jessica Lugrinbuhl and Michael Schwartz
Sally Scruggs
Aaron Sheehan-Dean
Mary Ellen Sheets
Ilona Sher
Karen Sindelar
Janet Singer
Susan Slaff
Celeste Spencer
Jane Stein
Steven and Wendy Sorin Fund of Fidelity Charitable
Jeanette Stokes
Sharon S. Stone
Catherine Stratton*
Taqouia Street
Susan B. Winkler
Charitable Fund
Logan Swisher*
The GoodCoin Foundation
Karen and John Thornton
Elizabeth Townsend
Randy Trice
Jane Thrallkill and Hawley Truax
Pamela M Turner
Tiffany Turner-Moon
Sarah Van Name
Liz Vincent
Vision in Arts Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia
Katherine Warren*
Jane Weinberger
Nancy Welker
Kennita Williams
Brent Wolfe*
Connie Jo Dickerson and Jon Young
Aubrey Zinaich

BOOKWORMS:
UP TO $99

Shannon Adcock
Nanci Adler
Ranita Anderson
Yolanda Anderson
Gabriela Angeles-Paredes
Talia Arnet
Maria Victoria Arrivillaga
Susan Atti
Colleen Bacon
Frederick Baker
Lisbeth Baker
Scarlett Baker
Kathy Bartlett
Marsha Basloe
Glenna Batson
Mell Battey
Renee Bauer
Barbara Beamam*
Susan Beers
Shannon Bell
Vivienne Benesch
Caitlyn Bergmann
Alissa Berkey
Biogen - Employee Matching
Beverly Bizzell
Bronnie Blaugrund
Ife and Justin Blount
Hale Boggs
Rachel Bowman-Abdi
Sam Boyarsky
Judith A Breen
Shana Broders
Dominique Brown
Signe Ahmuy Brown
Bull City Barre LLC
Nancy Camburn
Francis Choten
Wilmarie Cintron-Tyson
Anthony Clay
Peter Cowley
Jamie Craig
Manojit Dam
Kathleen Davidson*
Sarah Dawidoff
Judith Dearlove
Kathleen DeHaven
Melinda DeJongh
Heidi Devito
Sara Stinnette and Fletcher Dey
Carole Dickinson
Carol Diederich-Moran
Eric Dixon
Nancy Donohue
M'Liss Dorrance
Kirk Dorsey
Kristi Dry
Carolyn Duda
Miriam Duncan
Joan and Thomas East
Maureen Elizabeth
Matthew Ellefson
Mary Evers Ph.D.
Paul Bina and Jacqueline Fay
Richard Felt
Beth Fields
Yolanda Finney
Sarah Fisher

Sheronda Witter Fleming
Laura Fogle
Stephanie Fong Gomez
Amy Franks
Beth Fraulo
Nancy Freeman
Marisa A. Friebus
Doug Friendlander
Maria Garcia
Eden Garner
Emily Geerdes
Amy Glass
Joy Goodwin
Google - Employee Matching
Calvin and Jennifer Green
Kathryn Hajjar
Heidi Halstead
Mary Hamm
Emily Hanlen
Ann Harrington
Ariane Hartsell-Gundy
Michelle Harvey
Brooke Hassett
Kimberly Hawes
BJ and RS Hayter
Paul Hendricks
Mary Beth Henrick
Stanley and Charlotte Henshaw
Michele Dianne Hicks
Linda Hoke
Cinsai Hola
Kerry Holbrook
David Stein and Deborah Horvitz
Elizabeth Husketh
Lena Hyde
Maria Isabel Jacobs
Suzanne Jacobs
J.J. Johnson
Martha Johnson
Olivia Johnson
Susan and Greg Jones
Betsy Joseph
Lyne R Jung
Erica Just
Madeline Kalstein
Robin Keene
Dan Kimberg
Connie Kirby
Charlene Klein
Darin Knapp
Caroline Kolk
Lauri Korneagy
Alice Langrall
Sarah Laws

Gary Lee
Julia Leigh
Beth Leiro
Sherron Leplin*
Teme Levborg
Christine Liu
Marilyn Longman
Sandra Lyles
Lisa Maloney
Peter W. Marcotte
Sam Marion
Sarah Martin
Emily Massey
Bermita McClure
Sarah McFather
Ann L. McMillon
Laurne Mendelsohn
Alisa Miller
Elizabeth Mills
Jason and Michelle Minton
David Morris
Susan Morrison
Elena Mullican
Cheryl Pullen Navalinsky
Athanassios Nicolaides
Jeanne Niemeyer Arnts
Lori Nofziger
Julie Nye
Elena Oh
Ilana Osten
Marcie Pachino
Matthew Palombi
Ann Panuska*
Katharine Panuska*
Sarah Parker
Kent M. Parks
Vickie Pashion*
Sandi Patton
Joan Peck
Chrysti Peek
Penguin Random House
Louisa Perry
Paula Pierce
Faye Pilgrim
Gilberto Pimentel
Mary Prior
Rita Pullen
Roger and Millie Queen
Emily Ragland
Claire Rand*
James Randolph
Kathy Reich Nicol
Charlene Reiss
Lisa and Mitchell Rentzler
Bette-Lynne Rheinhardt
Dolores Richardson
Jennifer Roach
Betsy T. Robinson
Patricia Rodenburg
John Roesch
Sarah Rogers
Kate and Lucas Rugani
Tess Rugani
Quinn Russ
Joann Sabados-Carolina*
Diane Santiago
Barbara Schwartz
Frances Scottie Seawell*
Sam and Mary Shaver
Elizabeth Singer
Joy Spencer
Beth Spira
Gail Spirdigliozi
Gretchen Spreitzer
Srinithi Srinivas
Hannah Stang
Sondra Stein
Rachel P. Stine
Jamie and Amanda Storyward
Amanda Summerson
JoAnn Summy
TELS, North Carolina State University's College of Education
Barbara Thompson
Steve and Sandra Toler
Elizabeth Tolman
Elaine Trucker
Kristen Turner*
Kathleen Valenti
Ivy Hoffman and Megan Valentine
Charlia Vance
Timothy and Mary Ward
Tommie Watson
Bekah Webb
Anya Weber
Mariana Weitzel
Kim Whitman
Whitney Wiggins
Kelly Wilson*
Elizabeth Wing
Thurser Winstead
Lynnette and David Womble
Mary Yeseab
Mary Anne Zabrycki
Gail Zedick

If you made a donation to Book Harvest in 2021 and are not listed, we apologize! Please notify us at info@bookharvest.org
We provide an abundance of books and ongoing literacy support to families and their children from birth, and we serve as a model for communities committed to ensuring that children are lifelong readers and learners.

**OUR MISSION**

We envision a world in which reading, learning, and access to information are considered rights, not privileges, so that all children thrive.

**OUR VISION**